abstract: jerzy Bańczerowski. The diaphonic aspect of phonotactics. the poznań Society for the advancement of the arts and Sciences. pl the diaphonic aspect of phonotactics as a necessary counterpart of the isophonic aspect is being subjected to investigation. all assumptions and definitions are exemplified with polish language material. having recollected and relatively precisely explained phonological terms, indispensible for the subsequent inquiry, the distinction between diacrisis and diaphony is discussed, and several useful concepts such as the diaphonotacteme, diaphonic pair, diaphonic range, diaphonotactemic length etc. are introduced. next some fundamental phonotactological terms are defined to which, among others, the following belong: diaphonic load, diacritic range, the diatactophoneme, diaphonic dispersion, diacritic dispersion, types of diaphony and diacrisis. also some problems of diaphonic paradigm and diaphonic coding are considered. Finally, a phonotactological typology within the framework of comparative phnotactology of languages is postulated.
Introductory remarks
this article is a continuation of the author's ongoing inquiry into theoretical phonotactology, already begun in Bańczerowski 2009 and 2013 , and which mainly dealt with the isophonic aspect of phonotactics. phonotactics, in addition to the isophonic aspect, also has a diaphonic aspect, which as a necessary counterpart of the former will be the object of the subsequent discussion. a diaphonic overview of phonotactics is thus indivisibly connected with an isophonic overview, since both complement each other. this specific complementarity has its origin in a fundamental principle which makes possible the effective handling of a great number of lingual signs. this principle also foresees the necessity of a certain kind of equilibrium between isophony and diaphony in the coding of these signs.
lingual signs must be both sufficiently distinguished from each other as tokens of different types, and sufficiently equalized with each other as tokens of the same type, in order to guarantee the unambiguity of the message during communication. this goal is also served lp lVi (1) jeRzY BańCzeRowSkI by the phonotactic coding specific for each and every ethnic language. the task of phonotactology is then, among other things, the recognition of the principles of this coding based on the sequentialization (linearization) of minimal lingual units, that is, sounds, as components of the phonic substance of signs.
phonotactic coding is not able, however, to guarantee the phonic distinguishability of a given sign from all respective others. In order to do this for the universe of signs, phonotactics must work in tandem with the semantics of sentences and texts. this is especially noticeable in the case of homonymy, which involves complete isophony and which most probably operates in all languages.
some terminological reminders
when exploring phonotactics in the light of isophony (Bańczerowski 2013 ) the author permitted himself once more to explain some terms, despite having done this many times before. the goal which guided him in doing so has always been the same, namely to give precise meanings to the linguistic terms used. Consequently, in order to lend clarity to the arguments below, the meanings of some terms will again be expounded on here. this should make their almost immediate recall possible and therefore enable the reader, if there is any, to follow the discussion without experiencing terminological doubts or speculation.
phonotactology examines various aspects of phonotactic entities. units which serve to code linearly structured objects may be sounds, phones, phonemes, or other phonal categories. the explicit distinguishing of these various kinds of objects is a necessary condition to effectively follow the present deliberations.
a sound is a linearly indivisible lingual object, that is, auditorily atomic from the point of view of a given language. It occurs in communicative space only once for a short time, whereupon it cannot be recovered from the past. Sounds are thus individual and concrete units of the linear ordering of lingual signs, and as actual entities they perpetually perish after being produced.
with the set of sounds and the relation of homophony at prior disposal, the latter reflecting the auditory indistinguishability of individual lingual objects, encompassing also sounds, it is possible to construct phones. homophony as a relation of equivalence specifies the classification of the set of sounds into phones.
a phone is defined as a subset of all sounds homophonous with a given sound. Consequently the family of all phones is a classification of the set of sounds. In the examples which will be used here, capital letters will serve as symbols of the corresponding phones instead of phonetic transcription. the relation of homophonemicity, defined in turn on the family of phones, establishes a classification of this family into the family of phonemes.
the phoneme is defined as the maximal subset of phones related by free variation or complementary distribution and permissibly distant from each other phonetically (Batóg 1967: 97; Bańczerowski et al. 1982: 176) . the sound then is an individual object, the phone is a set of homophonous sounds, and the phoneme is a set of homophonemic phones or, in other words, a set of sets of sounds.
In the present phonotactic investigation, an essential role will be played by linear structures associated with actual words, that is, vocabulons, treated here, similarly to sounds, as individual concrete lingual objects which are kinds of wholes in a mereological sense. From a purely physical, that is, articulatory and acoustic point of view, there are no explicit natural boundaries between sounds inside a word. to put it another way, no discontinuities between immediately contiguous sounds can be observed. nonetheless, native linguators, on the basis of their lingual knowledge, have the strong impression while speaking and listening that they respectively pronounce and hear sequences of sounds. this impression arises as a result of the performance of auditory segmentation of objects which are articulatorily and acoustically continuous.
this virtual segmentation of vocabulons, which is an auditory creation by linguators, may be reflected in three ways with the help of three types of linear (sequential) structures, which are here called tactemes and which may be associated with vocabulons. there exist the following kinds of tactemes: (i) sonotactemes, (ii) phonotactemes, and (iii) phonemotactemes. they will be compared with each other below in order to demonstrate the fundamental differences between them.
a sonotacteme is the auditory product of a linguator. It takes on the shape of the linear structure of a corresponding vocabulon, made up of a sequence of sounds which follow one after another. In other words, a sonotacteme is made up of auditorily distinguished sounds in the vocabulon. their linear order reflects their sequential occurrence in time. as a consequence the sonotacteme appears as the auditorily linear structure associated by the linguator with a vocabulon and, in fact, identified with it.
a phonotacteme is obtained from the transformation of a sonotacteme by replacing its constituent sounds with the phones to which those sounds belong. a phonotacteme reflects the linear structure of a vocabulon as a sequence of phones, which in contradistinction to the sounds making up the sonotacteme may be repeated in a phonotacteme. the phonotacteme of a given vocabulon may be called its phonetic or phonic representation. In the considerations that follow, discussion is restricted exclusively to vocabulonic phonotactemes.
a phonemotacteme, in turn, is obtained from a phonotacteme by replacing its constituent phones by the phonemes to which those phones belong. a phonemotacteme is thus a reflection of the linear structure of a vocabulon in terms of phonemes, which may be repeated in the phonemotacteme. the phonemotacteme of a given vocabulon may be called its phonological or phonemic representation.
phonemotacteme, then, is a linear representation of a vocabulon encoded by means of phonemes. a phonotacteme is also a linear representation of a vocabulon, but encoded by means of phones. a sonotacteme in turn linearly represents a given vocabulon by means of its component sounds. of these three types of tactemes, sonotactemes may be treated as lingual objects, and phonotactemes and phonemotactemes as linguistic constructs. all three of these types of tactemes were precisely defined earlier by Batóg (1967: 44, 115; 1978) , using slightly different terminology. the present approach differs somewhat in its particulars.
having the phonotacteme, it is possible to define the tactophoneme, which is also a basic object of phonotactics, reflecting the susceptibility of certain subsets of phones to the creation of phonotactemes. a tactophoneme is any set of phones from all of whose elements it is possible to create at least one phonotacteme representing the corresponding vocabulons. So in polish, for example, the set of phones {A, K, T} is a tactophoneme, since through sequentialization it codes the following phonotactemes, among others: AKT 'act', ATAK 'at-lp lVi (1) jeRzY BańCzeRowSkI tack', KAT 'executioner', TAK 'yes', TAKT 'tact', TKA 's/he weaves'. apart from tactophonemes, other subsets of phones will also function as indispensible objects of phonotactics. these doubtless include the isotactophoneme and the diatactophoneme, which are certain subsets of phones within corresponding tactophonemes.
Diacrisis and diaphony
two mutually dependent aspects of the heterophony of lingual signs are reflected in diacrisis and diaphony. with respect to its phonic substance, a lingual sign may differ from other signs completely or partly, in other words it may be completely or partially heterophonous with them. Both diacrisis and diaphony will be conceived of here as binary relations. the first will be considered in reference to phonotactemes, and the second in reference to their heterophonic component members.
the relation of diacrisis binds any two heterophonous phonotactemes without regard to whether they are completely or partially heterophonous. to put it another way, this relation is a set of heterophonous pairs of phonotactemes. Such pairs will be called diacritic pairs. each of them is then an element of the relation of diacrisis. In accordance with the definition, the following pairs of phonotactemes, among others, belong to this relation in polish:
the relation of diaphony binds every two maximal subphonotactemes on which the heterophony of at least two phonotactemes forming a diacritic pair is based. It is thus a set of heterophonous pairs of subphonotactemes, which will be called simply diaphonotactemes. in turn, a diaphonic pair will be any pair of diaphonotactemes which distinguishes at least one pair of phonotactemes forming a corresponding diacritic pair.
the diacritic pairs listed in (3.1) will now be used to give examples of the three terms introduced above, that is, the relation of diaphony, the diaphonotacteme and the diaphonic pair. the phonotactemes which form these diacritic pairs are heterophonous with respect to the presence in them of the following respective subphonotactemes:
these subphonotactemes are then respectively in the relation of diaphony, by virtue of which they fulfill the function of diaphonotactemes. Moreover, they are also isodistributional and equal in phone number. they produce the following diaphonic pairs:
(DAR, TOM), (B-T, T-N).
Diaphonotactemes can then be iso- or diadistributional as well as continuous or discontinuous. Below only those which are isodistributional and continuous will be dealt with.
a diaphonotacteme can form diaphonic pairs with various diaphonotactemes. the diaphonic range of a given diaphonotacteme will be called the set of all diaphonic pairs in which that diaphonotacteme occurs. thus, for example, the following diaphonic pairs belong to the diaphonic range of the diaphonotacteme M-:
, as can be ascertained on the basis of such diacritic pairs as:
the concept of the diaphonotactemic length turns out to be a useful concept for diaphonic typology. It will be here understood as the number of phone occurrences in the diaphonotacteme. Diaphonotactemic length does not always equal the number of phones which form it, because phones may be repeated within it. thus, for example, the diacritic pair (KARA, KOŁO) 'punishment', 'wheel' is based on the diaphonic pair (-ARA, -OŁO), both of whose diaphonotactemes are made up of two phones, of which one is repeated. the length of these diaphonotactemes is consequently 3. each diaphonic pair the length of whose constituent diaphonotactemes equals 1 will be called a diaphonic minimal pair.
In the context of diaphonotactemic length, questions are raised about, among others: (i) the sets of diaphonotactemes of particular lengths operating in a given language, that is, of lengths 1, 2, 3 etc.; (ii) the number of diaphonotactemes of particular lengths.
It seems that the following empirical hypothesis is true, at least in a certain sense. hy 3.1
In every language there are more longer than shorter diaphonotactemes.
the interdependence between a diacritic and a diaphonic pair may be expressed as the relation of relative diaphony. It can be said that the diacritic pair (X, Y) is diaphonic with regard to the diaphonic pair (U, V) if and only if U is a subphonotacteme in X and V is a subphonotacteme in Y.
each diacritic pair which is made up of phonotactemes with different meanings and which is diaphonic with regard to a diaphonic minimal pair forms a diacritic minimal pair. the phones of which such a diaphonic pair is constituted are in phonological opposition. a possible hypothesis may be formulated as follows: hy 3.2 every phone forms with some other phone a diaphonic minimal pair in a given language.
the length of diaphonotactemes that form such a pair is, of course, 1. to put it another way, each phone functions as a diaphonotacteme with a length of 1. Some dependence between diaphonotactemes and phonotactemes may be grasped in terms of diaphonotactemic load as well as diaphonotactemic dispersion.
lp lVi (1) jeRzY BańCzeRowSkI
Diaphonic load
Comparing a given phonotacteme with others, it is possible to distinguish within it those subphonotactemes that fulfill the function of diaphonotactemes, that is, those with regard to which it is heterophonous with these other phonotactemes. this can be considered on the example of the polish phonotacteme TON 'tone', in which the following diaphonotactemes can be distinguished:
on the basis of the respective comparisons it can be ascertained that within the phono- the number of elements of a given phonotacteme's diaphonic load will be called its diaphonicity or diaphonic load power. Consequently, the diaphonicity of the phonotacteme TON is 6. the diaphonicity of a given phonotacteme does not necessarily indicate the number of phonotactemes with which this phonotacteme is in the relation of diacrisis due to its diaphonotactemes. the set of all phonotactemes which are in diacrisis with a given phonotacteme will be called its diacritic range. the elements of the diacritic range of the phonotacteme TON are the following phonotactemes:
, and many others. as can easily be noted, the phonotacteme TON will in turn belong to the diacritic range of each phonotacteme which is an element of the diacritic range of TON. the phonotacteme TON, however, will not belong to its own diacritic range.
the number of elements of the diacritic range of a given phonotacteme will be called its diacriticity or diacritic power. the diacriticity of a phonotacteme is, in principle, greater than its diaphonicity. the latter indicates only minimal diacriticity.
all four of the above defined terms - diaphonic load, diaphonicity, diacritic range and diacriticity - which refer to particular vocabulonic phonotactemes can be extended to the set of all vocabulonic phonotactemes of a given language. the total diaphonic load and total diacritic range are obtained by summing, respectively, the diaphonic loads and diacritic ranges of all phonotactemes of the language. the total diaphonic load should be, in principle, equal to the set of all diaphonotactemes of a given language, and the total diacritic range should be equal to the set of all phonotactemes of the language.
Types of diaphony and diacrisis
a diaphonic pair has been defined as an object made up of two diaphonotactemes which distinguish phonotactemes of at least one diacritic pair so that its heterophony is assured. this heterophony can be obtained in two different ways, namely:
(i) by different phones which form diaphonotactemes, or (ii) by a different linear ordering of the same phones. the first of these ways of constructing diaphonic pairs is exhibited in the following diacritic pairs: 
(TOWAR, WROTA) 'commodity', 'gate'. Diaphonic type is the set of all diaphonic pairs with the same structure of diaphonotactemes. this structure may be determined on the basis of:
(i) phonic composition of the diaphonotacteme, (ii) its length, or (iii) metathesis, that is, the transposition of the same phones. among diaphonic pairs whose respective diaphonotactemes exhibit different phonic composition, the following types may be distinguished: (X, Y), (X, Ø), (XY, UV), (XY, ØZ), (XY, ØØ), (XYU, VWZ). Instead of letter symbols, the following digital symbols may be used to represent these respective types as follows: (1, 1), (1, 0), (2, 2), (2, 01), (2, 00), (3, 3) . the digital symbolization also expresses the length of the diaphonotacteme. thus it will be said that the diaphonic pair (TO-, DA-) 
belongs to the types (XY-, UV-) and (2, 2). among diaphonic pairs whose diaphonotactemes are based on metathesis, the pairs (RŻ-, ŻR-), (ŁZ-, ZŁ-), (-AR-, -RA-) and (-RT-, -TR-) belong to the type (-XY-, -YX-).
each particular type of diaphony will specify the corresponding type of diacrisis. to put it another way, the type of the first kind will determine the type of the second kind. the diacrisis type will be defined as the set of all diacritic pairs of which each is based on a diaphonic pair which belongs to the same type of diaphony.
analogically to types of diaphony, the corresponding types of diacrisis can be distinguished and indicated by the same symbols. the diacritic pairs listed earlier in (5.1) (BROŃ, DŁOŃ), and (DAR, TOR) thus belong to the diacritic type (XY-, UV-) as well as to type lp lVi (1) 1) , which specifies the type of diacrisis whose elements are minimal pairs. phones that form diaphonic pairs of this type may be bound by phonological opposition. Some pairs of phones, however, do not form diaphonic pairs, whence the phonological ranges of particular phones will differ. By the phonological range of a phone X we mean the set of all phones with which X enters into phonological opposition. the number of elements of this range will be called the phonological strength of phone X. phones then may be compared both with respect to their phonological range and to their phonological strength. pairs of phones which do not form diaphonic pairs are diaphonically empty, and as a result they do not belong to phonological opposition. the following hypothesis seems to hold true: hy 5.1 every phone forms a diaphonic pair with at least one other phone.
this would simply mean that every phone of a given language enters into phonological opposition with at least one other phone. the typologicization of diaphony and diacrisis can also be indicated through the use of articulatory or acoustic categories of the phones that form diaphonotactemes. For this purpose such symbols as C (consonant), V (vowel), O (stop), S (fricative), N (nasal) or L (liquid) may be applied. Consequently, the diacritic pair (DRUGA, SMUGA) 'second adj. f.', 'trail' can be assigned to the categorial diacrisis types (CC-, CC-) and (OL-, SN-), which clearly indicate the categorial composition of consonant clusters that function as diaphonotactemes. types of diaphony, like types of diacrisis, thus belong to the domain of phonotactological typology.
The diatactophoneme
Diaphonotactemes have been defined as subphonotactemes, or the components of phonotactemes. as fragments of these last, they are then also linear structures made up of sequentially ordered phones. In particular cases they may consist of one phone. a diatactophoneme will be defined as any subset of phones from whose elements and only from them it is possible to create at least one diaphonotacteme in a given language.
having such diacritic pairs as: (GŁOWA, TRAWA) 'head', 'grass', (KANT, KARK) 'edge', 'nape of the neck' it can be ascertained that they are based on the respective diaphonic pairs (GŁO-, TRA-) and (-NT, -RK). the diaphonotactemes occurring in these diaphonic pairs are made up of the following respective subsets of phones: {G, Ł, O}, {A, R, T}, {N, T} and {K, R}. In accordance with the definition, these subsets are diatactophonemes.
the diatactophoneme, as a phonotactic object, lends itself to characterization with regard to such parameters as:
(i) phonicity, (ii) diaphonotactemic range, and (iii) diaphonotactemicity. the number of phones that form a given diatactophoneme will be called its phonic power or simply its phonicity. however the set of all diaphonotactemes which arise as a result of the sequentialization of diatactophoneme X, that is, which are coded by X, will be called its diaphonotactemic range, and the number of elements which belong to this range will be determined as the diaphonotactemicity of the diatactophoneme X. It can also be said that a given diaphonotacteme specifies the respective diatactophoneme.
Characterizing the polish diatactophoneme {A, R, T) relative to the above-mentioned parameters, it can be stated that its phonicity is equal to 3, since it is made up of three phones. the following eight diaphonotactemes belong to its diaphonotactemic range: ART-, ATR-, RAT-, TAR-, TRA-, TART-, TATR-, TATAR-. this the diaphonotactemicity of the diatactophoneme {A, R, T} cannot be less than 8. Diatactophonemes may be made up of one or more phones, that is, they may be mono-, bi-, triphonic and so on. Considering the issue theoretically and without taking into account the repetitions of phones, from a monophonic diatactophoneme it is possible to form only one diaphonotacteme, from a biphonic diatactophoneme 2, from a triphonic diatactophoneme 6, and from a tetraphonic diatactophoneme 24. of course, no language makes use of all of its theoretical possibilities. It should also be remembered that from the same diatactophoneme it is possible to create diaphonotactemes which are (i) continuous, or (ii) discontinuous, and this in turn increases the number of possibilities.
comparing the diatactophonemes of any language with respect to the parameters of phonicity and diaphonotactemicity, it will be possible to establish which diatactophonemes are (i) equiphonic, that is, they are made up of the same number of phones, and which are (ii) equidiaphonotactemic, that is, they code the same number of diaphonotactemes.
the relation of equiphonicity thus specifies the classification of diatactophonemes into those that are mono-, bi- and triphonic etc. the relation of equidiaphonotactemicity, in turn, specifies the classification of the diatactophonemes so that each element of this classification is a set of diatactophonemes coding the same number of diaphonotactemes. with regard to these two parameters, it is possible to establish the respective hierarchies or rankings of the diatactophonemes of a given language. each diatactophoneme may be associated with its categorial characteristics, that is, the set of articulatory categories to which the phones of this diatactophoneme belong. thus, for lp lVi (1) jeRzY BańCzeRowSkI example, the diatactophoneme {A, R, T} possesses the categorial characteristics {V, L, O} where V refers to a vowel, L to a liquid and O to a stop (occlusive).
the concept of diaphonotactemic range can also be considered from a global standpoint, that is, it is possible to extend it to all of the diatactophonemes of a given language. In connection with this the following questions immediately arise:
Qs 1 which subsets of phones of a given language form diatactophonemes within it? Qs 2 how many diatactophonemes are there in the language? Qs 3 how many diatactophonemes exhibiting a particular phonicity (that is, mono-, bi-, triphonic, etc.) are there in the language?
Qs 4 how many diaphonotactemes are there specified by diatactophonemes of a particular phonicity? obviously, the answers to these questions would require tedious calculations.
Diaphonic dispersion
phonotactic dispersion should also be counted among those terms that are useful for phonotactology. Defining it as generally as possible, it could be said that it refers to the occurrence of lesser phonotactic objects within greater objects. It is possible to distinguish, among others, two kinds of such dispersion, which are:
(i) isophonic dispersion, and (ii) diaphonic dispersion. the first of these has already received some attention in Bańczerowski 2013. as for the second, the four following sub-kinds may be distinguished:
(i) diatactophonemic dispersion of phones, (ii) diacritic dispersion of diaphonic pairs, (iii) diaphonic dispersion of diaphonotactemes, (iv) diacritic dispersion of diaphonotactemes. these sub-types of dispersion will be defined, and then examples will be given. the set of all the diatactophonemes to which a given phone belongs will be referred to as its diatactophonemic dispersion. the number of elements of this set will be defined as the power of diatactophonemic dispersion of this phone. the dispersion, like its power, may be established in terms of mono-, bi-, tri-phonic, etc. diatactophonemes. the following diatactophonemes, among others, will belong to the diatactophonemic dispersion of the polish phone M: {M}, {M, O}, {M, A}. this is attested by such diacritic pairs as (MY, WY) 'we', 'you', (MOWA, ŁAWA) 'speech', 'bench', (MATA, NUTA) 'mat', 'note'. the set of all diacritic pairs which are based on a given diaphonic pair will be called its diacritic dispersion. the number of elements in this set will be called the power of diacritic dispersion of this diaphonic pair. the following diacritic pairs, among others, belong to the diacritic dispersion of the diaphonic pair (KA-, RO-): (KASA, ROSA) 'cash desk', 'dew', (KALKA, ROLKA) 'carbon paper', 'roll', (KAPA, ROPA) 'bedspread', 'pus'. If then a diacritic pair (X, Y) belongs to the dispersion of the diaphonic pair (U, V), then U is a member of X and V is a member of Y. the diacritic dispersion of a given diaphonic pair thus reflects the spread of that pair in the diacritic pairs of a given language. the set of all diaphonic pairs whose members is a given diaphonotacteme will be called its diaphonic dispersion. this kind of dispersion reflects the spread of a given diaphonotacteme as a member of different diaphonic pairs. a given diaphonotacteme contrasts with various other diaphonotactemes, forming diaphonic pairs, as can be illustrated by, among others, the following diacritic pairs: (MAK, TAK), (MATA, RATA), (MUR, DUR) , (MODA, RADA) , (MOC, KAC) , (MOTOR, ZATOR) . on the basis of the first three pairs it can be stated that the diaphonic pairs (M-, T-,), (M-, R-) and (M-, D-) belong to the diaphonic dispersion of the diaphonotacteme M-, and on the basis of the last three pairs it can be stated that the diaphonic pairs (MO-, RA-), (MO-, KA-) and (MO-, ZA-) belong to the diaphonic dispersion of the diaphonotacteme MO-.
the diacritic dispersion of a diaphonotacteme X will be defined as the set of all phonotactemes in which X occurs and which form diacritic pairs with other phonotactemes with respect to X. the number of elements of this set will be called the power of diacritic dispersion of the diaphonotacteme X. this kind of dispersion reflects the spread of diaphonotactemes in phonotactemes which are diaphonic with other corresponding phonotactemes only with regard to those diaphonotactemes. It should be kept in mind that the identification of the subphonotacteme X as a diaphonotacteme, which with a subphonotacteme Y forms a diaphonic pair (X, Y), can only be made on the basis of those pairs of phonotactemes which form diacritic pairs relative to (X, Y). So, for example, the fact that the subphonotacteme KA-functions as a diaphonotacteme forming with RO-the diaphonic pair (KA-, RO-) can be recognized on the basis of diacritic pairs such as (KASA, ROSA), (KALKA, ROLKA) . the subphonotacteme KA occurs also in the phonotacteme KARK, which does not, however, form a diacritic pair with *RORK, since such a phonotacteme does not exist in polish. thus the phonotacteme KARK is not sufficient to ascertain whether KA-is a diaphonotacteme which forms a diaphonic pair with RO-.
Summing up, it should be emphasized that the identification of a given subphonotacteme as a diaphonotacteme which forms a given diaphonic pair with another subphonotacteme can occur only with regard to a certain set of respective diacritic pairs. thus the performance of the function of a diaphonotacteme by a given subphonotacteme should always be relativized to a certain set of diacritic pairs. the intriguing question arises, however, of whether diaphonically empty (kenotic) subphonotactemes exist.
The diaphonic paradigmatization of diacritic pairs
every diaphonotacteme, as a phonotactic unit of the diaphonic coding of phonotactemes, is in the relation of diaphony with another diaphonotacteme, so that at least one diacritic pair is based on that relation. a number of diacritic pairs may however exhibit one and the same diaphonic pair. this repeatability of diaphonic pairs in various diacritic pairs binds these second in one set, since they are diaphonically similar to each other, or to put it another way, they are homodiaphonic. Such an understanding will necessarily lead to the idea of a diaphonic paradigm, which is one of the fundamental objects of phonotactics, and which results from the bringing together of homodiaphonic diacritic pairs into the corresponding set.
the diaphonic paradigm specified by the diaphonic pair (X, Y) will be called the set of all diacritic pairs distinguished exclusively by this pair, whose members X and Y are MOWA) which is an element of paradigm (8.2) has the diaphonic pair (KA-, MO-) common to all the pairs of that paradigm, as well as the isophonotacteme -WA common only to the members of that diacritic pair.
Speaking somewhat metaphorically, in the phonotactic coding of the words of any language, two threads of phono-equalization may be recognized:
(i) equi-isophonic, and (ii) equi-diaphonic. these paradigmatizing threads wind through the universe of phonotactemes. the reciprocal action of these threads forms the corresponding phonotactic relations and objects, and among them phonotactic paradigms, which as indicated are based simultaneously on isophony and diaphony. Isophonotactemes and diaphonotactemes are then inalienable components of the phonotactic code. they themselves are, in turn, coded by means of phones or syllables.
the paradigm specified by a given diaphonic pair is a particular case of the dispersion of that pair in diacritic pairs. Moreover, each such paradigm is made up of two isophonic paradigms. a certain diaphonic analogy, or proportional diaphonic opposition, may be observed between any two diacritic pairs which are elements of the same diaphonic paradigm. It can then be said that the relation of diaphonic analogy binds, for example, the following diacritic pairs: (MATA, WATA), and (MODA, WODA), as well as (BARK, BRAK) and (DARŃ, DRAŃ), and others (cf. Bogusławski 1993) . the diaphonic paradigms specified by various diaphonic pairs may be sets with different numbers of elements, or they may differ with respect to their power. It appears that the dependence between these two objects can be captured by an empirical hypothesis which may be formulated as follows: hy 8.1
Diaphonic pairs made up of shorter diaphonotactemes specify paradigms of greater power than diaphonic pairs made up of longer diaphonotactemes.
the dynamic aspect of the operation specifying paradigms by diaphonic pairs can be grasped in terms of potency (energy) or force appropriately adjusted to the phonotactic reality. the paradigmaticizing potential of a given diaphonic pair could be called the product of the power of the paradigm specified by this pair and the probability of the occurrence of phonotactemes which form diacritic pairs being elements of that paradigm (cf. Bańczerowski 1987).
Diaphonic coding
the goal of diaphonic coding is to obtain the set of all diaphonotactemes and other diaphonic objects, in particular the set of all phonotactemes, for a given language. this is therefore a kind of passing from phones to linear structures made up of phones. Defining, as generally as possible, the diaphonic code sensu stricto, it can be said that it is created by a system of principles (and directives) governing the operation of diaphonotactemization, which associates diatactophonemes with the corresponding sets of target diaphonotactemes. thus diaphonic objects of one kind are transformed into diaphonic objects of another kind. It should however be assumed that diaphonotactemization is based on the prior operation of suprasystems. In describing this system separately from the language as a whole, it is not possible to grasp a number of its essential characteristics, but an exhaustive description of this whole is, for obvious reasons, hardly feasible.
Signs as lingual objects are coded simultaneously with all the kinds of their constituent units which are certain wholes, that is, sounds, syllables, morphs, words. each of these kinds of coding can be reflected upon with the appropriate representations which are already linguistic objects, in particular phonotactological ones, syllabotactological ones and so on.
Diaphonotactemes emerge as maximal units of the diaphonic coding of diacritic pairs. the threads of diaphony stretch through all words in every language, which in particular is reflected in the diaphonic load, diaphonic dispersion and the diaphonic paradigm. a quantitative picture of the spread of diaphony in a language could be obtained through appropriate calculations.
the phonotactic coding of lingual signs is one of the strategies of semantics and, speaking very generally, one of the strategies of lingual communication, for whose effective functioning the assurance of equalization and differentiation of these signs is indispensible. phonotactics thus utilizes the isophonic and diaphonic sub-codes. It should not be forgotten, however, that one postulate states: po 10.1 no lingual sign is completely diaphonic with all other signs of a given language. the consequences of this postulate are rather obvious. they indicate a certain equilibrium between isophony and diaphony. Diaphonic extremism would be communicatively uneconomic. Recognizing the principles of phonotactic coding in different languages may serve to establish phonotactic types of languages and in consequence a phonotactological typology within the framework of comparative phonotactology, which examines languages in terms of similarities and differences in the phonotactic coding of lingual signs. Such research, of course, would inevitably lead in the direction of the construction of a general phonotactology, as opposed to a particular one being in fact a phonotactological grammar of a given language.
